South Staffordshire and District Beekeepers Association

Survey 2020
General Questions:

2. b) If you answered 'Silent', could we support you in anyway? If so, how?
21 responses

1. wanted to be more active this year but Covid stopped this. Volunteered fur apiary
duties but not needed.
2. I am currently waiting for the introduction to beekeeping course to become a more
active member.
3. No, I have a local network of beekeepers but I do engage on line.
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4. No, just looking forwards to post covid times so I can get involved. Really enjoyed the
email contact over recent months.
5. I am dependent on the advice of a friend, books & YouTube for info about how to look
after my new hive/colony - so really need some training
6. I've not yet completed the beginners course so not currently keeping bees
7. no - need to attend more meetings when time allows
8. A communal chat facility... Maybe WhatsApp or even a closed Facebook group to
share problems and successes
9. The association needs to more assessable to to South Staffs. Everything has over the
last couple years focussed more to Staffordshire. With work it’s virtually impossible to
attend anything at evenings due to the distance. A couple years ago we started to use
venues more South. It was great but we have reverted to north of the county again.
Maybe we don’t have so many members in our name sake area that the association
was named after
10. More due to lockdown than anything else
11. no, i feel supported by south staffs beekeepers providing support within
Wolverhampton
12. When I can do my proper training :)
13. Its good to see what's going on, but with the current Covid regulations theres not really
much that can be done. In the new year when hopefully restrictions are lifted I look
forward to meeting members of the group and any organized get togethers.,
14. let me know if there is a queen breeding plan in the area - I breed carnica hybrids, not
so much from choice, more that Maisemore carnica queens were all I could get at
short notice after the last 2 severe winters - am I clashing with a local 'buckfast'
preference?
15. Not really interested in what happens a lot of the time
16. No thank you as I am being supported by a group of beekeepers who are members.
17. Mentorship
18. No; I was an active member but due to the Pandemic, now consider myself to be a
silent member.
19. No just building my knowledge
20. I am helper to another beekeeper
21. I feel I do get support when I need it.
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Education
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Quartermaster
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9. If yes to Q8, what equipment would you like to hire? 17 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Extractor
Honey extractor, wax melting machine
Extractor
As a new beekeeper it’d be great to be able to hire an extractor.
n/a
I have recently bought an extractor, I was hoping to have seen what others were using
pre purchase. Sadly due to lockdown I have not been able to meet people. However
online I just read reviews so hopefully did ok.
n/a
Possibly an extractor next year
solar wax extractor
Extractors and anything else that you don't use regularly
Extractor
n/a
Extractor and unwrapping equipment
Extraction
Honey extractors
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Apiary
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Members & Social Events

16. If you answered 'No' to question 15, what support do you need? 4 Responses

1. Answer my questions
2. Stuart’s info was great. Consider sharing that with other associations
3. N/A - beginner, no bees
4. recently whatever is needed at Hilton has been provided which was not the case
before
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Supporting your Association

21. Do you have any other fundraising suggestions? 11 Responses
1. No
2. Seek grant funding from local / national charity. "Awards for All" easy application, max
grant £10,000. James Beattie Trust £2,000 very supportive.
3. We would support all of the above
4. W20 only allows 1 choice. Happy to contribute to a 100 club.
5. Provide bacon or sausage baps & a drink on maintenance days at a cost. Use the
BBQ for frying up. Alan & Chris Brewin happy to organise and cook the baps.
Hopefully this would encourage more people to attend.
6. seek grants. I think that I have suggested this before
7. All of the above.
8. An online shop to sell sundries, kits, bee suits, frames and everything else Beekeeping
related.
9. use the honey that is in store but has fermented to make mead(by members with
experience) Then when we are able to have a Mead evening with a buffet , mead
tasting (including the bad stuff) and a talk on mead. Suitable charge to be made
10. An auction of bee keeping equipment when safe to do so.
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Communication

24. Do you have any suggestions for ways in which we can improve communication with
our Members? 14 Responses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Having a Q&A site would be fantastic, either through WhatsApp or Facebook etc.
No! Even my wife wished to know what happened to Scarlet's bees!
No
What’s app alert to updates on website.
Instagram
WhatsApp and Facebook group use
i love the newsletter, its excellent
Personally I dislike Facebook. Twitter, Instagram, Discord would be good and if you
want to do anything live, Twitch.tv Streaming would be interesting. Oh and update
your YouTube channel.
9. Small virtual teams (4-6) people for local networks and support.
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10. Only that some of the older members may prefer 'snail mail' - this survey for example
might produce a higher response if posted out?
11. Phone numbers for people who need help
12. You do a good job
13. develop local support cells
14. None

26. Is there anything else we could/should do to improve our services to members? Or do
you have any other comments or feedback you would like to give to the committee?
21 responses

1. More on bees, less on qualifications !!!
2. Maybe link up people with nearby apiaries- have a location map with apiaries on
(obviously not exact locations but vicinity). Members could opt in and maybe contact
those nearby to share information on forage, disease etc.
3. I thought the WOTW was excellent, thanks to Stuart for this. If this could be done
every year its great communication for those unable to attend meetings.
4. Some past members may re-join but without email they say that they are never
contacted directly. I am in touch with two members who are in that position. There
must be others.
5. Stuart’s what’s on this week newsletters have been really good
6. There is still some confusion regarding the long term plan for Hilton Green. There has
been, thankfully, an improvement in the support and supply of equipment from the
Association to HG. Are we correct in assuming this will continue for the outpost.
7. The diary on the SSBKA website is not updated regularly. Understand this year is the
exception but last year’s didn’t contain adequate information.
8. Clearly I have been in a different position from most this year as I have been attending
Shugborough regularly and learning from a master bee keeper. For me, mentoring and
buddying up has been so useful to me, in addition to what’s offered by the association.
I have always disliked asking questions in larger groups, so, having 1:1 or 1:2-3
support, with someone available at the end of a phone has been invaluable. Thank
you to those who have supported me.
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9. As a new member, I have enjoyed the emails. I have purchased sugar and also jars,
equipment and treatment. I look forwards to meeting members and attending events
when safe. There is so much information available online have had not had any issues
and have expanded my hives as planed. I think that considering the circumstances the
association has kept us well informed so I would like to thank you.
10. I may be moving away from the area in late Autumn so may have to join another
association elsewhere
11. I’ve already detailed that.
12. I wanted to thank Stuart Roberts for the very kind help he gave me and in putting me
in touch with a mentor
13. Still think, beginners should be Theory 1 practical 1,Theory 2 Practical 2.
14. Last Year I went to The Game Fair and A bee keeping group was there. Maybe we
should go to there events? Could sell stuff, show a nuc hive etc.
15. Include Hilton
16. I have my own extracting equipment but feel the association equipment on offer is not
fit for purpose and possibly dangerous, think I've raised this before (I've been verbally
abused for suggesting this!) but my comments seem to be ignored. It would be good to
establish an extraction facility etc as per other associations. The downside to asking
newstarters detailed questions is that often they dont really know what they want as
there is a lot to initially take in. If the association had an extraction facility which is
food hygiene registered the association could legally sell association honey and any
newcomer would instantly see the full process. I'd be interested hearing how/if it
develops.
17. It’s been a difficult year all round, I have loved WOTW, it was a useful resource and
weekly reminder.
18. No, I think that communication (particularly email) has been good.
19. Put a who's who page on the web site with photographs to let members know who
does what in the association. Start a list of mentors for members- who to ask and
different specialisms.
20. Well done so far
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Questions Only for 2019 Beginners Group
27. We are conscious that the beginners from 2019 have not had access to hands on
experience at the apiary in 2020. What ways could we support you in 2021?
17 responses

1. Seek a local member
2. They could be linked individually to a mentor so that social distancing may be
observed.
3. Hopefully will be able to attend weekly meetings as being with others is great to ask
questions and get opinions
4. I think I’ve answered this in Q26
5. No issues
6. virtual gatherings for Q&A
7. Please continue with the what’s on weekly email/newsletter as that was really useful
thankyou. For beginners a monthly “what you should be doing in your apiary” this
month in addition would be useful until we are in the routine swing of things
8. It would be good for those 2019 beginners to get together at the apiary weekly
/monthly if they want to
9. to continue with meetings more local/ wolverhampton
10. Beginner meetups, Apiary tours, video guides. Online training. Etc.
11. Pair with a mentor.
12. Happy to join a socially distanced group, if that’s still necessary, around the apiary.
13. The recent online Q&A session was really useful another session at the start of the
next beekeeping season could help
14. Visit member apriary
15. more apiary time next season
16. Visiting shugborough apiary, maybe as a group once a month once it is safe to do so.
If restrictions remain in place then perhaps a couple of virtual meetings to support us
as a cohort at key points in the season where we can ask questions / discuss
17. I’m passed all that
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